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Introduction
In February 2015, the Guinn Center (in collaboration with Nevada Succeeds) published a report titled, Examining
Nevada’s Education Priorities: Which Initiatives are Worth the Investment?, in which we examined the proposal to
allow reconfiguration of school districts. Based on our findings, we offer the following for consideration.
Legislature has explored school district reconfiguration in the past
 In 1995, the Nevada Legislature adopted SCR 30, which directed the Legislative Commission to study the
feasibility of reconfiguring the structure of school districts in Nevada.1 Following the completion of the study,
no further action was taken by the Legislature.
 In 1997, AB 596 proposed to create a separate school district for Incline Village. Governor Bob Miller vetoed
this measure.2
Data is inconclusive on impact of reorganization on student achievement
 Many states and cities have explored the reconfiguration of school districts. National comparative research is
inconclusive on how the initial size or subsequent reconfiguration of school districts impacts student
outcomes. Efforts and resources to significantly impact student outcomes and modernize the educational
system could be misplaced by focusing on the size of the district.
 In 2014, a public policy research group using statistical analysis found little to no correlation between school
district size, education spending levels and student proficiency.3
 A 2003 study of California school districts found that larger district size appears to hinder educational
achievement, having its biggest impact on middle school student performance.4
 In Texas, the consolidation of rural school districts led to higher per-pupil expenditures and lower student
achievement for the bigger school district absorbing the smaller district.5
 A study examining consolidation in Arkansas found that consolidation had a “positive, yet practically
insignificant performance impact on students from consolidating districts and a small negative performance
impact for students in districts that merged with consolidating districts.”6
 A recent Brookings Institution report found that “very little of the total variation in student achievement, only
about 1 percent to 2 percent, lies at the level of the school district.”7
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Conclusion: The existing body of research does not find a strong positive correlation between the
reconfiguration of school districts and improved student outcomes.

Consolidation of rural districts may have fiscal benefits
 Operations Funding:
o Rural school districts receive varying levels of funding from State, local, and Federal sources for
operations, primarily due to differences in revenue from Net Proceeds of Minerals Taxes and the structure
of the K-12 funding formula.
o In FY 2014, Eureka County School District had the highest per pupil funding level at $41,473. The rural
school district with the lowest per-pupil funding amount was Humboldt County School District, which
received $8,671 per pupil.8
 Facilities Funding: Twelve rural school districts have voter-approved taxes for facilities. However, the
assessed valuation in these districts is limited and makes it difficult for a single district to generate sufficient
bond funding to replace aging facilities.9
 Conclusion: Consolidating rural school districts could help address funding disparities and pool resources
together for capital projects.
Recommendations
1. The Legislature should create a task force to review previous studies and examine the fiscal impacts of either
consolidating and/or splitting up school districts in Nevada. The Task Force should examine and compare the
fiscal impact and effect on student performance in other states that have taken similar measures.
2. The Legislature should include this proposal in discussions about a new K-12 funding formula and capital
needs.
See full report: Examining Nevada’s Education Priorities: Which Initiatives are Worth the Investment?
http://guinncenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Guinn-Center-Nevada-Succeeds-Education-PrioritiesFINAL.pdf
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